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ABSTRACT 

Since the advent of digital computers simulation 
has become a valuable tool for the investigation 
of queueing networks. For this purpose special 
simulation languages have been developed, which 
offer high flexibility to the user, e.g. GPSS, 
SIMSCRIPT,or SIMULA. However, as it is well known, 
sufficient accuracy for the results of simulations 
requires long simulation runs even on large comput
ers; this usually leads to high simulation costs. 

This paper describes a special processor for the 
simulation of queueing networks, which is easy 
to program, fast, very economic with respect to 
the operating costs and self-contained -
completely independent of a host computer. 

The simulator consists of modules . for generating 
random numbers, a module for executing the 
simulation program and a module for the sampling 
and statistical evaluation of the generated random 
variables. The structure and the queueing 
disciplIne of the model to be simulated can be 
expressed by a simple, compact simulation language. 

The simulation rate (simulated entities per time 
unit) is of about the same order of magnitude as 
with a simulation language mentioned above running 
on a modern large computer. The operating costs, 
however, are at least by a factor of 100 smaller 
than the costs of an equivalent simulation 
language when using software simulation. 

An applibation example with ~imulation results of 
ap E/M/1 model with head-of-the-line pr~9rity rule 
is given. Fu.!:ure development of .. special ."hard\'lare"'
simulators" is. pointed out. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the past 62 years since A.K. Erlang 
published his famous paper on probability problems 
in automatic telephone exchanges,queueing theory 
made great progress towards the solution of more 
complex models. Since then, the aid "simulation" 
has always been used to veri£y new formulae or 
whenever a model was too complex for mathematical 
treatment. 

In chronological order simulations were performed 
by manual methods, by special-purpose' simulating 
machines (well known as "traffic analyzers", 
e.g. /1/, by digital computers and at last by the 
use of simulation languages running on digital 
computers /2/. 

Every simulation run is a statistical experiment 
/3/. Therefore any results of simulation runs 
must be treated by statistical methods. In order 
to safeguard sufficient accuracy of the results 
we must generate a relative high number of 
simulated realizations random variables; typical 

values are 10
4 
••. 10

7
• This usually leads to long 

simulation runs even on modern computers. There
fore simulation runs with results of acceptable 
accuracy are costly; simulating a model with 
variation of some few parameters may easily lead 
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to costs in the range of $ 10.000 ... $ .100.000 
or even more. 

During the last ten years the evolution of 
simulation languages seems to have slowed down; 
progress towards higher simulation rates resp. 
lower simulation costs has been obtained mainly 
by new computer generations. On the other hand, 
modern technology makes possible to build special 
simulating machines, which allow high efficient, 
flexible and very inexpensive simulation of 
important classes of queueing networks. In the 
past decade first examples of all-electronic 
simulators dedicated for special problems have 
been built /4/, /5/, thereby reviving the idea 
of the traffic analyzers about 20 years ago. 
Today available LSI-circuits such as complex 
transistor-transistor-logic and microprocessors 
now make it possible to construct a simulator, 
which meets the requirements mentioned above: 

• ease of programming, 
• high simulation rate, 
• low simulation costs. 

This paper describei a special processor for the 
simulation of discrete event systems along these 
guidelines. 

2. THE SIMULATOR ZUSI 1 

The simulator ZUSI 1 - derived from the german 
word "Zufallssimulator", which means random 
process simulator - is a modular, minicomputer
like apparatus, see fig.1. It is housed in a 19"
rack, mounted on an underframe which contains the 
power supply. At present, the simulator consists 
of four modules: two random number generators 
(RNG1, RNG2) , a simulation execution module (SEM) 
and a statistical data evaluation module (SDM). 
The simulator is programmed and controlled via 
a keyboard (operating console); the complete 
program is shown on the screen of the bottom 
display. The upper displays shows the results of 
a simulation run obtained by the statistical data 
evaluation module. 

In fig.2 we see a block diagram of the simulator. 
The modules are interconnected by a 32 bit wide 
central data bus. Alternatively the bus transports 
programming data in the control mode or simulation 
data during a simulation run. The SEM calls for 
random signals RS from the RNG's, which are 
transferred via extra lines in a handshaking 
fashion. RNG2 allows intensity control of an 
input process by the number N of customers in the 
system simulated (closed system); therefore the 
actual N is transferred from the SEM to module 
RNG2 each time a new random signal is called for. 

There are three interfaces: First, simulation 
results can be transferred from the SDM to a 
programable desktop calculator for further 
treatment: plotting, storage, etc .. Second, the 
central data bus can be directly accessed by a 
host- computer in order to implement special 
functions/statistical methods which are presently 
not available; this results in a hybrid simulation 
system. Third, an I/O-interface at the operating 
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Fig.1 Simulator ZUSI 1: rack housing simulation 
modules from top to bottom: random number 
generators RNG2, RNG1, simulation execution 
module SEM, statistical data evaluation 
module SOM. On the right are the displays 
for results and programming, below the rack 
we see the operating keyboard. 
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console allows complete remote programming of 
ZUSI 1 in the comfortable mnemo-code of the 
implemented simulation language. In opposite 
direction the contents of the (bottom) program
display can be output e.g. to a printer for 
documentation purposes. 

Operations in the simulator are controlled by 
fast microprogrammed sequencers with clock rates 
of 5 resp. 10 MHz. Only speed-uncritical functions 
such as display-updating are performed by slower 
8-bit MOS microprocessors. As far as possible, 
workload is split up and performed in parallel 
by dedicated subprocessors. At present, ZUSI 1 
consists of approximately 2.000 integrated 
Circuits and draws 85 amperes at 5 volts. 

2.1 SIMULATION METHOD 

In order to achieve simple programming, the 
simul,atiQn method "time sequencing" has been 
chosen. For this method the simulation time axis t 
is divided into small increments of length !It. 
At the end of every time increment all random 
processes belonging to the simulated model are 
interrogated. If there is a need for a change of 
system state, is it performed; the values of 
occuring random variables, e.g. waiting time TW, 
are computed. Then simulation time is incremented 
by llt. Fig.3 shows the interdependence of simul
ation time and real time (computer time) needed 
to perform the interrogations resp . . system state 
changes for a simple G/G/1/FCFS queueing model. 

Time-sequencing a~lows a Simple, easy to learn 
simulation language: ev~ry time increment the 
s~~lation .programme is executed whiGh completely 
defines t~e st·ructure and procedure of the model. 
Foi example, the statement ADL 0,0 (Ad.d Last), 
a 'dds one element to the en.d of queue no. 0 if the 
random signal of RNG no. 0 is present; otherwise 
the statement is skipped (see sec. 2.2.2). 

Therefore time-sequencing needs neither a future 
events list, which contains the system state 
changes to be made in the near future, nor a 
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Flg.2 Blockdiagram of the simulator ZUSI 1 
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Simulation program 
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Fig.3 Simulatien methed "time-sequencing": 
interdependence .of simulatien . time and 
real time fer a G/G/1/FCFS queueing medel; 
the simulatien pregram shewn is executed 
at every time increment ~t. 

timing reutine, . which calls the precess.el? te de 
th.e s ta te change s. The cempu ter tiine T ' .' needed te . . . c - . 
execute eI)..e simulatien time incrememt depends en 
the Gemple~ity . ef the simulated medel - the number 
.of random precesses involved - .andthe prebability 
f.or medel s 't 'a te changes. Wi theut a change in 
medel state, the cemputer time TcO fer the medel 

.of fig.3 is the sum .of three nenzere times 
TcO = TiO + TeO + Tt (1). 

TiO is the time needed te interregate an inactive 

input precess, TeO is the time fer interregating 

an inactive .output precess and Tt is the censtant 

cemputer time te jump te the beginning .of the 
simulatien pregram and increment the simulatien 
time. In the case .of system state changes, the 
length .of Ti = Ti1 > TiO resp. Te = Te1 > Teo 

depends en the queueing discipline and the number 
.of randem variables te be cemputed. 

The simulatien methed time-sequencing needs 
discrete-time randem precesses. Centinueus-time 
precesses are medelled by making the time increment 
~t relatively small cempared te the expectatien 
E{TY} .of the simulated randem variable TY: 
~t « E{TY}. Therefere geed .medelling .of e.g. 
ERLANG-k-precesses by simulatien methed time
sequencing leads te 

E{TC} ~ TcO (2) • 

Then the simulatien rate RT (simulated entities 

per time unit) .of time-sequencing is 

(3) 

.with intensity A .of the input precess. 

With simulatien methed event-sequencing, simulatien 
time preceeds frem .one event te anether, skipping 
time fields .of censtant medel state. This leads 
te a simulatien rate ~, which is independent .of A. 

Therefore simulatien rates .of time-sequenc1ng and 
event-sequencing have an intersectien peint at 
input inte~sity A1 (fig.4). The value .of A1 depends 

heavily en the simulater hardware and seftware 
used /6/. 
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Fig.4 Qualitative cemparisen .of simulatien rate 
with simulatien methed time-sequencing 
~(A) and event-sequencing RE(A). 

Cemparing the methed "event sequencing" being 
used by the simulatien language SIMULA running en 
a Centre], Data CY~ER 175 cemputer and methed "time
sequencing" being used by ZUSI 1, A1 is .of abeut 

A1 ~ 0.01 s-1 with ~(A1) ~ 1500 entities/s (medel 

M/M/1/FCFS, p = 0.5). 

2.2 SIMULATION MODULES 

2.2.1 THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS 

Because .of the methed time-sequencing, the randem 
number generaters (RNG's) have te generate discrete
time randem variables. This means, centinueus-time 
randem precesses are appreximated by discrete-
time precesses; fer example, the centinueus ERLANG
k-distributien is appreximated by the discrete 
PASCAL-distributien. 

At present ZUSI 1 centains twe medules - RNG 1 
and RNG 2 -, which are able te generate 16 (8+8) 
independent PASCAL-distributed randem variables . 
The randem number generaters are .operated in an 
interregative mede: Each time increment ~t it is 
asked by DMDR (Demand randem signal) whether a 
randem signal RS is present · (RS=1) er net (RS=O) , 
see fig.5. Then the distance a between twe 
subseque~t epechs RS=1 is PASCAL-distributed with 
mean E{a} 

E{a} = ~ (4). 
p 

Param~t~rs: p k 

8 bits 

Countn 

DMDR 
RS' 

t-----I>d,oWn k:O~~'-~"" RS' 

load 

Fig.5 Bleckdiagram .of a randem number generater 
wit~ censtant intensity, as heused in 
medule RNG 1. 

The parameter k .of the presettable ceunter can 
be chesen in the range 1 ~ k ~ 255, thus enabling 
the RNG te generate randem variables which spread 
the range frem expenential distributien (k=1) te 
nearly deterministic (k=255). 

P is the prebability fer RS'=1 (ceunt-dewn pulse 
fer ceunter k). RS' is delivered by an internal 
p-generater, which is started by the signal DMDR. 
p can be chesen in the range 0 ( p < 1 with 
increment 2- 16 ~ 1.5 10-5 . 
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Sources or randomness in the p-generator are well 
known shift-register maximal sequence~ /7/, which 
generate a uniform probability density function ' 
updf. The 16-bit updf is gained from 16 largely 
uncorrelated m-sequences with_ different feedback 

. . ,31 
taps; the period length chosen l.s ' L .="2 - 1 
2.147.483.647, which is sufficiently long not to 
influence the accuracy of simulation results. 
The maximal response time to obtain a random signal 
from module RNG 1 is 0.6 ~s. 

In module RNG 2 the intensities of the random . 
number generators can be controlled by the random 
variable N, the number of customers in system, 
delivered by the simulation execution module. For 
this purpose, RNG 2 contains an arithmetic unit, 
which controls the intens·ity A. .accordin·g to the 
formula 

" N ).(N) = ),(1-,,) . (5). 
N 

This feature allows easy simulation of closed 
queueing systems~having N input proc~sses.and a 
total intensity).. Due to the computl.ng tl.me of 
the arithmetic unit, random number generators in 
module RNG 2 are a bit slower, maximal response 
time is 0.8 ~s. 

2.2.2 THE SIMULATION EXECUTION MODULE 

The SEM does the following tasks /8/: 
interpretation and execution of the 
statements of the simulation program, 

• call for random signals from the RNG's, 
• computation of random variables and transfer 

to the SDM 
• control of the queues, 
• control of the simulation clock, 
• detection of errors during program 
execution~ 

The SEM can control up to 8 queues simultaneous~ 
ly, which may contain a total of up to 255 
customers (elements). For fast access to a 
specific element the queues are internally 
organized as double-chained lists with headpointers 
and tailpointers. Maximum length of each queue can 
be programmed in ° , NW , 255. For NW = ° we have 
a pure loss system; for NW = 255 we have in most 
cases a good approximation for a pure loss-free 
delay system. An 8-bit attribute field assigned 
to each customers may contain the priority or 
other properties of a customer, intro~uced ~y the 
input process. As mentioned before, sl.mulatl.on 
time is discrete; word length of the simulation 
clock counter is 24 bit, therefore the maximum 

. . 24 . 7 
value of any time random variable is 2 ~ 1.7 10 • 
By means of an exponentially distributed "time 
spy" non-independent random p~ocesses can be 
viewed at random (see sec.2.2.3), . thereby 
eliminating systematical errors (bias). 

The SEM is controlled by 5 microprogrammed 
processors; the microinstruction cycle time is 
0.2 ~s. The processors are interconnected by 
control lines and data buses; they operate in a 
partially overlapped handshaking mode. 

The simulation language determines the structure 
and queueing discipline of the model to be 
s .imulated. It consists of 26. different statements, 
separated into 5 groups, see table 1. There are 
jump-, test-, input-,output- and transfer-state
ments. The statements are very compact: for 
example INS 1,2i8,B inserts an element with 
attribute K=2 randomly into the shortest queue if 
the random signal 1 i~ RS 1=1. The intensity of 
RNG No.1 is dependent of N .(parameter B set, see 
section 2.2.1). 

Therefore simulation programs of real models are 
short. For instance, defining the structure and 
queueing disCipline of a model GI/G/1/FCFS needs 
only the following 3 statements: 
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0: ADL 1,0,1 
1: BHD 2,1 
2: GTO O,T 

The input statement ADL 1,0,1 adds an element 
with attribute K=O at the tail of queue no.1 i ·f 
RS 1 =r 1. The --output statemeAt BHD 2,1 
finishes service of the former element and 
transfers the first element of queue no.1 to the 
server, if RS 2 =, 1 ; , The Jump statement ' 
GTO O,T increments the simulation time and calls 
a jump to address 0, the start address of the 
simulation program. 

Changing the queueing discipline to LCFS resp. 
RANDOM can be done by changing only one state
m~nt: changing of BHD into BTL (DER) gives 
queueing discipline LC~S (RANDOM) instead of 
FCFS. Adding parameter B to the input statement 
ADL results in a model with input intensity A 
depending on the number of customers in system. 
A model with s servers can be simulated by 
inserting the appropriate number of output 
statements, each of which addresses its own RNG. 
Of course, each RNG may be of its own type, this 
leads to a more complicated model. A multi-queue 
model can be simulated by an appropriate number 
of input statements feeding different queues; 
indirect addressing of the queue by the parameter 
Q in the output statements allows among others 
the selection of the shortest or longest queue. 
Test-statements, which are able to check queue 
length or search for a special value of attribute 
K in a queue, allow the simulation of complex 
priority queueing systems. Due to the compactness \ 
of the simulation language, the available memory I 
space for the simulation language (64 statements) 
is sufficient for many purposes. i 

Table 1: statements of the simulation language of ZUSI '1 

O. NOP NO Operation 

1. Jump statements 

Gl'O ADDR,T 

GrI S, ADDR,T 

Go To ADDR 

Go to ADDR if RS S=l 

2. Test statements 

SSL TN, Q Skip if Size of Q Less than TN 

SSG TN, Q Skip if Size of Q Greater/equal than TN 

SHL TN, Q Skip if K of Head Less than TN 

SHG TN, Q Skip if K of Head Greater/equal than TN 

SNL TN, Q Skip if miNimum of Q Less than TN 

SNG TN, Q Skip if miNimum of Q Greater/equal than TN 

SXL TN, Q Skip if maXimum of Q Less than TN 

SXG TN, Q Skip if maXimum of Q Greater/equal than TN 

TST S TeST RNGS 

3. InEut statements 

ADF S, K, Q, B ADdFirst at Q with K if RS S=l 

ADL S, K, Q, B ADdLast at Q with K if RS S=l 

INS S, K, Q, B INSert randcm at Q with K if RS S=l 

4. Outl2ut statements 

BHD S, Q BeHeaD Q if RS S=l 

BTL S, Q BeT aiL Q if RS S=l 

DEN S, Q DElete miNiml.ml of Q if RS S=l 

DEX S, Q DElete maXiml.ml of Q if RS S=1 

DER S,Q DElete Random of Q if RS S=1" 

5. Transfer statements 

RCYI' S, Q, D RCYI'ate Q if RS S=l 

BHRF S, Ql' Q2' D BeHead Q1 and Readd First at Q2 if RS S=1 

BHRL S, Ql' Q2' D BeHead Q1 and Readd Last a ; Q2 if RS S=l 

BTRF S, Ql' Q2' D BeTail Q1 and Readd First at Q2 if RS S=l 

BTRL S, Q1' Q2' D BeTail Q1 'and Readd Last at Q
2 

if RS S=1 
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Parameters 

S number of random signal . (RNG) 

Q number of queue 

shortest queue 

longest queue 

cyclic 

random 

1. queue with length W = 0 

ADDR address of program counters 

Value 

0 ••• 15 

0 •.• 7 

8 

) 9 

10 

11 

12 

0 •.. 63 

TN test number 0 •.• 255 

K attribute of a simulated element 0 •.• 14 

random 15 

D transfer of arrival time 0,1 

T timestep (increment simulation time) 0,1 

B intensity of addressed RNG dependent 0,1 

of N (module RNG 2 only) 

direct 

indirect 

direct 

indirect 

2.2.3 THE STATISTICAL DATA EVALUATION MODULE 

The statistical data evaluation module SDM selects 
one programmed random variable from the stream of 
random variables generated by the simulation 
execution module SEM. Whenever a realization of 
the programmed random variable is caught, internal 
accumulation register are updated. About once a 
second an internal microcomputer computers mean, 
variance and a histogramm from the momentary 
contents of the accumulation registers and 
displays the results on the screen of a display. 

The SDM is able to accept the fo}lowing random 
variables: the queue length W, the number N of 
customers in system, the state of the loss-bit V 
of each queue, the waiting time TW related to all 
customers resp. TW' related to those customers 
only, who had to wait, the delay time TB and the 
busy-period time of a server, TP. Furthermore, 
acceptance of the selected random variable can be 
conditioned on having been in queue no. Q, having 
been serviced by server no. S and having been 
attached to a customer with attribute K in 
K1 < K ~ K2 · This allows selection and gathering 

statistics of a very special random variable. 

The histogram displayed on the screen shows in 
16 classes the frequency distribution of a 
probability density function f(x), or alternatively 
the probability function F(x) resp. the complement
ary probability function 1-F(x). The class limits 
of the 16 classes (two of which are the open lower 
resp. upper class) can be chosen individually. 

The selector for the random variable as the front
end unit is a high-speed processor with a 100 ns 
microcycle, therefore the data transfer from the 
SEM to the SDM does not influence the simulation 
rate of the SEM significantly. Accepted random 
variables are buffered before they are handled 
by the accumulation register processors; there
fore the data transfer to the SDM is not influenced 
by the process of accumulation. The accumulation 
register are also buffered; therefore the 
accumulation register processors are not slowed 
down by the display microcomputer. Due to this 
kind of triple parallel processing, the SDM is 
able to accept 150.000 random variables Is, a 
simulation rate not achieved by the present SEM. 

The SDM is able to perform a simulation run by 
dividing it into subruns of length determined by 
a programable register ZVR. The number of subruns 
is given by a programable register TTR. 

Realisations of random variables generated by a 
simulation run are usually autocorrelated (non
independent). In order to get independent real-
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izations one. may use the internal ·"time spy" in 
the SEM (see sec. 2.2.2). An empirical method to 
obtain independent realizations of random vari
ables from a simulation run has been proposed by 
Mechanic and McKay /9/: independency is tested 
by variation of sub run length and number of 
subruns with constant length of the complete 
simulation run. By this method a minimum subrun 
length is found with uncorrelated realizations 
of sum random variables obtained by each subrun. 

In ZUSI 1 mean, variance and distribution function 
of the selected random variable are computed by 
means of the objective Bayes-statistics /10/. 
The objective Bayes-statistics assumes that the 
parameter to be measured, i.e. the mean ~, is 
itself a random variable and before starting the 
simulation run - with no knowledge about its 
value - is uniformly d~stributed within its range 
of definition. With n realizations of the para
meter measured the objective Bayes-statistics 
gives a probability distribution of that parameter. 
From this probability distribution the mean P 
as the best estimate of the parameter can be 
computed. Furthermore, the standard deviation o~ 

computed from the probability distribution and 
normalized to the mean ~ can be used as a 
"relative error" d~=0l-/il of the estimate. The 

relative error d~ is an objective measure of 

"exactness" with which the parameter ~ can be 
determined after n trials of a simulation run. 

With subruns of length » 1 the sum random 
variables per subrun are nearly normally 
distributed. By summing up, the ' rea~ization xi of 

the random variable x of n independent subruns 

y (6 ) 

n 
n 2 

~x~ - ;- (7) 

i=1 

we obtain from the table of objective Bayes-
formulae in /10/ 

~ Y n 4,5 ••. (8) 
n 

1/2 
[ -E-.~ 

d 
. n-5 6,7 •.. (9) n 

j..l y 

v _n_ n 6,7 .•. ( 10) n-5 

1/2 

d [n~7] n = 8,9 ••• ( 11 ) 
v 

~ resp. v are the best estimates for the mean ~ 
resp. variance v of the normally distributed 
random variable X with d~ resp. d v being the 

associated relative errors. 

3. AN· APPLICATION: THE Ek/M/1 MODEL WITH HEAD

OF-THE-LINE PRIORITY RULE 

Queueing disciplines .with priority rules play an 
important role in the field of computer architect
ure and computer networks. A well-known priority 
queueing system is the head-of-the-line (HOL) 
queueing system, which has been studied first by 
Cobham /11/. Kleinrock /12/ gives the Laplace
transform of the i-th group's waiting time LTWi(s) 

in a nonpreemptive HOL priority system based on 
a M/G/1 model. Assuming a holding time distribution 
of ERLANG-k-type the Laplace transform and moments 
of TW may be computed. In the case of ERLANG-k 
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distributed input process~s the analytical 
approach becomes even more complicated; therefore 
in this case results can be obtained preferably 
by simulation methods. 

As an example, a loss-free E
k

/M/l/HOL model is 

simulated by ZUSI 1. The model has 3 different 
input classes with ERLANG-k distributed input 
processes and exponentially distributed output 
process (fig.6). 

Input 
proc~ss~s FlFO, NW"f/lJ 

~···I 

9-3 .. ·1 2 

S~«tion 

proc~dur~ HOL 

Fig.6 Model EK/M/l with head-of-the-line priority 

rule (3 classes) 

The simulation program of this model consists of 
5 statements: 

0: ADL 0,0,0 } 1 : ADL 1 , 1 , 1 input-statements 
2: ADL 2,2,2 
3 : BHD 3,12 output-statement 
4 : GTO O'.T jump-statement 

Parameter Q=12 in the output-statement addresses 
the queue number indirectly; by this addressing 
mode the first customer of the first queue with 
w=o is put into service if the servicing of the 
customer in the server is finished. By interrogat
ing the queues starting at queue no. 0 in an 
ascending order, customers of queue no. 0 receive 
the highest priority, that of queue no. 2 the 
lowest priority. The coefficient of variation C 
of the input processes is determined by the phase 
number k of the Erlang-k distribution with 

C.= [k]-1/2 i=0,1,2. 
1 

The system has been simulated at a relatively 

2 

high load with traffic offered p=~-l ~ Ai = 0.8. 

i=O 

Fig.7 shows a plot of simulation results of model 
M/M/l/HOL, while fig.8 shows corresponding results 
of a E4/M/l/HOL model (C i =2, i=0,1,2). The 

complementary distribution function l-F
TB1

(t) of 

delay time of customers having medium priority 
(queue no. 1) is plotted versus time t normalized 
to the expectation of holding time E{TH } . Parameter 
in these fig;s is the intensity ratio IR of input 
intensities Ai' E.g., IR=123 means, that A1 , A2 , A3 
show a ratio of 1:2:3 with constant sum A

1
+ A

2
+ A

3 
= 

A = p·~. Simulations are based on 1000 subruns 
with subrun length of 1000 realizations of the 
random variable TB 1 . With 1000 nearly independent 

rea~izations of TBl the relative errors d~ based 

on eq.(9) and marked at the class limits are 
sufficiently small except in the range of prob-
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-4 -3 
ability from 10 to 10 • 

Interpreting the fig's we see the influence of 
the HOL priority rule: the delay time TBl depends 

heavily on the intensity of customers with 
priority 0; compare e.g. curves with IR = 123, 

. 222,321 resp ... .compari.ngf:j..g.7 arid fig~8 shows the 
general influence of the ERLANG-k distributed 
input processes: a ' more "regular" input process 
leads to lower delay times, a property known 
from the comparison of M/M/l and E/M/l with 
queueing discipline FCFS. 

Simulation rate of this model is in the range 

R=200 •.• 300s - '1 with j.J=0. 01 s -1. Thus total · 
simulation time for the two fig.'s with 
14.000.000 simulated realizations of the 
described random variable is 16 hours real time. 
Performing these simulations by means of a 
simulation language like SIMULA running on a 
large digital computer like a Control Data 
CYBER 175 would need computer costs of about 
$ 30.000. 

~l ~ 

i sca/~ for 
r~/. ~rror 

~ 

'd~ t 0.5 

V-1 0 

10-2+-___ _ 

~-3+---------------

10-1.+-...L.....L....L....L..-+---L--L-L--L--t-~--L,.;~---"---1 

o 10 20 ---t.~ 30 
f/E{TH} 

Fig.7: Queueing system M/M/l/HOL with 3 priority 
classes: delay time TB of customers with 
medium priority, intensity ratio IR = 123, 
132, ... , traffic offered p=0.8; for 

-3 probabilities 1-F
TB

(t) > 10 , the relative 

error is d < 0.072 
j.J 
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Fig.8 Queueing system E4/M/1/HOL with 3 priority 

classes: delay time TB of customers with 
medium priority, intensity ratio IR = 123, 
132, ... , traffic offered p=0.8, for 

probabilities 1-FTB (t) > 10- 3 , the relative 

error is d < 0.070. 
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4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The simulator ZUSI 1 described here is the first 
prototype of a planned family of special simul
ation processors. 

Due to the state of the art of integrated circuits 
at the time of planning, in 1976, there are 
certain limitations in the present simulator 
ZUSI 1. Because of the progress in IC-technology 
and based on the experiences gained so far, the 
following improvements are planned: 

4.1 Random number genera tors of hypere~ponentia,~ 
type will be built in order to generate random 
processes with coefficients of variation C > 1. 

4.2 Restrictions in simulating more complex 
systems can be reduced: using hardware now 
available, the number of addressable random number 
generators, the number of queues and the number 
of waiting places can be significantly increased 
without increasing the total number of chips. 

4.3 The simulation method "event-sequencing" 
instead of "time-sequencing" would give more 
flexibility in modelling complex systems and would 
provide simulation rates which are nearly 
independent of the intensity of the input process 
for constant traffic offered p. The more complex 
control logic required for executing a simulation 
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program by method "event-sequencing" can be 
performed e.g. by high-speed micro programmed 
bit-sliced processors. 

The separation of tasks into nearly independent 
processes with further subdivision into 
independent subtasks performed in parallel by 
specially adapted subprocessors can lead to a 
significant increase in throughput. The present 
simulator ZUSI 1 demonstrates, that we are today 
able to build a "hardware-simulator", which is 
able to perform all simulation done today on 
large computers at speeds an order of magnitude 
greater but costs two to three orders of 
magnitude smaller. This allows the investigation 
of queueing networks with increased accuracy 
especially towards small probabilities. 
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